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Abstract: This paper set out to investigate the possibility of a non-linear
relationship between income inequality and total factor productivity. In doing so, it
made use of unbalanced panel data including up to a maximum of 62 countries over
a period of 50 years (taken in five year increments). In line with literature
highlighting the complexities of analysing dynamic panel data of persistent nature,
GMM estimation techniques were employed (namely the two-steps difference GMM,
as well as the System GMM). 20 different specifications under 5 different subsets
were used for robustness. The inequality measure was statistically significant and
positive and its squared value was statistically significant and negative in all
regressions with the Gini measure, and the Top 10%’s share of income had the same
signs but these weren’t always significant. The results go some way in establishing
an inverse-U relationship between income inequality and aggregate productivity,
with the turning point being higher for developing (non-OECD) countries.



1. Introduction

Over the last few decades, high-income, advanced economies experienced steady rises in wealth and in-

come inequality, accompanied by a decline in their growth rates of productivity (Paganetto, 2016). Figure 1

displays the trends in income inequality for some of those countries. Whereas some inequality is considered

necessary to have the right incentives in place for adequate investment, growth, and the effective functioning of

a free-market economy, inequality can be disrupting when left unchecked (Berg & Ostry, 2017). Addressing the

adverse effects associated with excess inequality may well be the defining challenge of our time (Krugman, 2013).

Figure 1: Rising Income Inequality in Advanced Economies

Traditionally, the neoliberal textbook argument had been that inequality was by and large necessary for eco-

nomic growth - higher incomes provide needed incentives for those more able to work harder and to invest.

Although some once went as far as to say that there exists a natural trade-off between equality and efficiency

(Okun, 1975), this oversimplification has not stood the test of time. Since then, theory has outlined several

ways in which inequality in wealth and incomes can have complex effects on the macro-economy through the

channels of consumption, savings, and investment.
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There is ample research on this relationship - both empirical and theoretical. Perhaps not surprisingly, these

employ a variety of methodologies and arrive at different conclusions. This alone suggests that the relationship

between income inequality and economic growth is much deeper and complex than previously considered. To

summarize a few on the empirical side, Persson and Tabellini (1994), and Alesina and Rodrik (1994) find that

inequality has a negative impact on economic growth. The findings of Wan et. al. (2006) support these results

in the short, medium, and long runs for China. On the other hand, panel data studies by Li, Squire and Zou

(1998), and Forbes (2000) find positive effects of inequality on economic growth, contradicting these previous

findings. More recently, Marrero and Rodriguez (2013) also find a positive relationship.

Given the apparent non-triviality of the relationship, several papers have sought to dissect the different man-

ners in which inequality and economic growth could be related. On this front, an IMF paper investigating the

relationship between income inequality and the sustainability of economic growth finds that in the long run,

sustaining economic growth and preventing rampant inequality go hand in hand (Berg & Ostry, 2017). Similarly,

Halter et. al. (2011) find that while inequality might have growth-boosting effects on the economy in the short

run, these are far outweighed by the negative effects that arise when inequality is sustained over time. Brueckner

et. al. (2018) add yet another dimension and find that the effects of inequality on economic growth depend on a

country’s initial level of income. Namely, this last paper finds that greater income inequality boosts transitional

growth in low-income economies, where the opposite effect is true for those countries in the high-income category.

Given that establishing unidirectional causality between these two variables of interest is problematic in itself,

there has also been research published on the effects of growth on inequality (e.g. Gil-Alana et. al., 2019).

Finally, there is also a case to be made for a non-linear relationship. A theoretical model developed by Ben-

habib (2003) finds increasing inequality from low levels can have growth enhancing effects through providing

added incentives for investment. However, these effects are dominated by rent-seeking inefficiencies past some

threshold of inequality, thereby suggesting that the relationship between inequality and growth might be mildly

hump shaped. Paleologou (2019) uses a System GMM to identify such a threshold point of inequality, beyond

which the variable starts having a negative impact on growth - displaying an inverted-U shape. These last

papers naturally call to mind the Kuznets curve.

Many have written about the relationship between inequality and economic growth, perhaps none more fa-

mous than Simon Kuznets (1955). Using per capita national income as proxy for the latter, Kuznets argued

that the evolution of income inequality follows the different stages of economic development (Chen et. al.,

2003). More specifically, as per capita income rises in developing nations, Kuznets argued, inequality will tend

to rise in the initial stages of development, reach a crest, and then begin to fall. This results in an inverted-U

shape when inequality is plotted against per capita income, the graph of which is commonly referred to as “The

Kuznets Curve.”
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Despite its groundbreaking hypothesis, evidence on the Kuznets inverted-U is mixed. While early empirical

research tends to back this hypothesis (see Barro, 1991; Ram, 1991; Anand, 1993), the development experi-

ence of the “East Asian Tigers” is a notable counter-example. Namely, these countries (among which Japan,

South Korea, Thailand, Malaysia...) progressed through the stages of development while keeping a relatively

equal income distribution as millions were lifted out of poverty. Furthermore, more recent empirical studies

by Zhou & Li (2011), and Li & Zhou (2013) find a more complex relationship using both non-parametric and

semi-parametric methods. All in all, they find that over a period of 40 years, the Kuznets curve holds until

displaying a second upswing in inequality at higher levels of per capita income for more developed (OECD)

countries, where the resultant image is one of several crests and troughs for non-OECD countries. In light of

these findings, it is likely that the response of income inequality to some of the deeper variables that affect

economic growth is less determinate than what Kuznets had imagined. For example, while major determinants

of economic growth such as capital and labor input could have predictable effects on the income distribution,

it is not unfathomable to think that the initial income distribution could in turn influence these inputs too.

Considering the difficulty of dissecting the effects of inequality on these deeper variables or vice versa, un-

derstanding the role of the income distribution in long-run economic growth remains a complex matter. That

being said, diminishing returns to scale to both capital and labor imply that long-run economic growth is best

achieved by changes in aggregate productivity. Hence, one could analyze the effects of inequality on long run

economic growth by keeping these other factors of production constant. The Solow Residual (1957), also known

as Total Factor Productivity (TFP), seeks to do just that. A popular measure of productivity in economic re-

search due to its parsimonious nature, the Solow Residual aims to capture the rise in output as the main factors

of production (capital and labor) are kept constant. In layman’s terms, it indicates whether economic growth

occurs due to increases in inputs to capital and labor, or because the existing factors of production are utilised

more productively. This notion prompts the author to ask whether inequality could impact economic growth

beyond its effects on the input of capital and labor, in other words, through its effects on aggregate productivity.

As with the case of economic growth, a simple thought exercise would suffice to establish that some inequality

(as opposed to perfect equality) would have positive impacts on aggregate productivity given different levels of

skill among the labor force. The more interesting question would then be to ask whether this relationship is

linear, or indeed always positive. In fact, there might be several channels through which inequality beyond an

efficient (productivity-maximizing) point could have detrimental effects on aggregate productivity. For example,

the extremely poor in an increasingly unequal society may not have the necessary means to invest in their human

capital through financing their (or their children’s) education (Berg & Ostry, 2017; Garcia-Peñalosa, 2018). To

this effect, an OECD research paper identifies that in countries with higher levels of inequality, the children of

poorly-educated parents tend to perform worse academically than their socioeconomic counterparts in countries

with less inequality (Paganetto, 2016). This loss of human capital can also be exacerbated by decreased effort

from the existing labor force. Aghion and Bolton (1997) note that under limited-liability conditions, the residual

claimant to accrued profits from an investment is the lender, meaning that borrowers (which are in larger part
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among high-inequality countries) may have less incentives to exert effort since they are less likely to reap the

benefits (Garcia-Peñalosa, 2018).

Proposing a different channel through which inequality can hinder productivity, Basu & Stiglitz (2016) suggest

that societies with greater levels of inequality are less likely to undertake productivity-enhancing, long-term

public investments. Halter et. al. (2011) expand on this, stating that the decisive voter supplies less physical

or human capital when there is higher asset-inequality in an economy, making them more likely to favor direct,

lump-sum transfers from the government over long-term, potentially productivity-boosting public investments.

Finally, excess inequality might also have long-term destabilizing effects on the macroeconomy through neg-

ative externalities. These include (but are not limited to) decreasing social mobility (which in turn causes

under-investment in human capital and could lead to the aforementioned effects), inciting social unrest (causing

under-investment in the economy both internal and external), and incentivizing increased rent-seeking behavior

(causing a misallocation of valuable economic resources) (Paganetto, 2016). These seem to suggest that as

was the case with economic growth, curbing rampant inequality goes hand in hand with sustaining aggregated

productivity.

The research question is made all the more relevant by the complex nature of empirical findings. While there

is an abundance of research on the interplay between income inequality on economic growth as noted earlier,

research on the effects of inequality on productivity is scant. Even so, combining economic theory with a review

of existing literature should act as a compelling start. Hence, using unbalanced panel data including up to 62

countries over a period of 50 years (taken in five year increments), this paper sets out to investigate whether

inequality has a decreasingly positive effect on aggregate productivity, displaying a hump-shaped curve similar

to that of Kuznets.

The paper is organized in the following manner. The next two sections will outline the methodology and

describe the data. The ensuing section will present and discuss the results. The penultimate section will high-

light limitations associated with this study and propose extensions to enrich its scope. The final section will

conclude.

2. Methodology

It is commonly acknowledged that when the lagged version of the dependent variable is included as a regressor,

standard panel data techniques such as random effects or within group estimations are viable to yield inconsis-

tent estimates, especially in small sample sizes (Bond et. al., 2001). As a result, dynamic panel data is more and

more commonly estimated via difference and system Generalized Method of Moments (GMM) (Holtz-Eakin,

Newey & Rosen, 1988; Arellano & Bond, 1991; Arellano & Bover, 1995; Blundell & Bond, 1998).

The difference (Arellano & Bond, 1991) and system (Arellano & Bover, 1995) GMM estimators have been

rigorously outlined in literature (for further detail, see the original papers by Arellano & Bond; Bond, 2002;

Croissant & Millo, 2008; or Roodman, 2009). Both estimators are designed for panel data that is short, either
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balanced or unbalanced, to fit linear models with a dynamic dependent variable, fixed effects, and additional

controls in the lack of good external instruments. They are flexible in application and deal with modeling

concerns (such as fixed effects and endogenous regressors) while avoiding dynamic panel bias (Nickell, 1981).

The resulting equation takes some version of the form:

yi,t = αyi,t−1 + βx′i,t + µi + νi,t,

E[µi] = E[νi,t] = E[µiνi,t] = 0

where i indexes the observational units, t is for time, and x is a vector of independent variables, possibly

including controls or further lags of y. The fixed effects are given by µi, the idiosyncratic error term by vi,t, and

these are orthogonal by assumption. Both difference and system estimators fit this model using linear GMM.

The former carries estimation after first-differencing the data in order to eliminate the fixed effects (hence the

name), while the latter augments the difference GMM by carrying estimation simultaneously at levels and in

differences, with these two equations being distinctively instrumented (Roodman, 2009). The validity of these

instruments then hinges on homoskedasticity and the non-existence of serial correlation in the idiosyncratic error

term. If these conditions are broken, even though the “one-step” difference GMM estimator remains consistent,

the weighting matrix of moments is no longer a consistent estimate of the “true” weighting matrix, leading to an

efficiency loss (Croissant & Millo, 2008). The “two-step” difference GMM partly resolves this problem by using

the residuals recovered from the one-step estimate in its weighting matrix. This accounts for any problems that

might arise due to unobserved heterogeneity among countries and the issue of a lagged dependent variable used

as a regressor. However, the fact that within-country inequality is presumably highly persistent while across-

country inequality displays considerable variation can weaken the instruments and thereby reinforce endogeneity

bias (Staiger & Stock, 1997). When the analysis makes use of persistent series in which the lagged levels of

the variables are weak instruments for future variation, the system GMM carries the most benefit over the

difference GMM (Blundell & Bond, 1998, 2000; Blundell, Bond & Windmeijer, 2000). Namely, it adds extra

moment conditions on the level equation along with the moment conditions in the first-differenced equation

to then carry out estimation with a general weighting matrix and address these problems. Hence, this paper

will estimate the previously outlined relationship between income inequality and TFP via both a difference (in

two-steps) and a system GMM..

3. Data and Descriptive Statistics

Throughout this study, income inequality is operationalized using the Gini Index, although the Top 10%’s share

of total income is also used as a robustness check. Note that the square of the relevant inequality variable is

also included as a regressor to check if a non-linear, quadratic relationship exists as previously hypothesized.

Furthermore, the Solow Residual is taken as a measure of TFP.

A variety of open-access databases were used in this research. The Standardized World Income Inequality

Database (SWIID) was used for the Gini coefficients (reported at post tax and transfer levels). The SWIID
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uses Bayesian methods to standardize observations collected from a wide variety of sources such as but not

limited to the OECD Income Distribution Database, the Socio-Economic Database for Latin America and the

Caribbean (compiled by the World Bank and CEDLAS), Eurostat, PovcalNet (also compiled by World Bank),

the UN Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean, and global national statistical offices.

Data from the Luxembourg Income Study serves as the standard. This database is used because it achieves

utmost comparability of the income inequality data that is freely available for the largest possible sample of

countries and years (Solt, 2020). The particular estimate for the Gini Index is equivalized (scaled by square

root) using households’ post tax and transfer disposable income. The top 10%’s shares of national income

(reported at pre tax levels) were taken from the World Inequality Database. Furthermore, data on total factor

productivity was retrieved from the latest version of the Penn World Table (version 9.1), with the variable be-

ing reported at constant national prices indexed at the year 2011. Population growth and unemployment were

chosen as suitable controls as they provided the most overlap with data availability. For any year t, the former

is defined as the exponential rate of growth of midyear population from year t-1 to t, expressed as a percentage,

where the latter is defined as a percentage of the total labor force in a country in any given year. Population

growth data was taken from the World Development Indicators, which uses a combination of statistics from the

UN Population Division, census reports and other statistical publications from national statistical offices, and

Eurostat, where data for unemployment was retrieved from the ILOSTAT database, and complemented with

data from the IFS database when observations were lacking.

As mentioned in the previous section, the variables are likely to be highly persistent in nature. Hence, five year

averages were computed for all of them. For each country to have an entry, a minimum of three data-points were

required in computing these averages. For example, averages for years 1981 through 1985 were coded as the

five year average standing in 1985, those for years 1986 until 1990 were coded as the five year average in 1990,

and so on. Furthermore, the Gini data-set1 consists of those countries with at least a 5% change in their Gini

Indices from their point of lowest inequality throughout the time period under consideration. This was done in

order to be able to focus the analysis on those countries whose inequality levels showed discernible change in an

otherwise more comprehensive data-set. In contrast, the data-set using top shares of income (henceforth named

Top Shares2) was not parcelled in the same manner due to the already more limited number of observations

1Countries included: Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Bolivia, Brazil, Bulgaria, Burkina Faso, Canada, Chile, China,

Costa Rica, Côte d’Ivoire, Denmark, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Egypt, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Guatemala, Hon-

duras, Hong Kong, Hungary, Iceland, India, Indonesia, Iran, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Japan, Kenya, Lesotho, Luxembourg, Malaysia,

Mauritania, Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Poland, Republic of Korea, Romania, Sierra

Leone, Singapore, Spain, Sri Lanka, Sweden, Switzerland, Tanzania, Thailand, Tunisia, Turkey, United Kingdom, United States,

Uruguay, Venezuela .

2Countries included: Australia, Austria, Belgium, Botswana, Brazil, Bulgaria, Burkina Faso, Burundi, Cameroon, Canada,

Central African Republic, Chile, China, Cyprus, Denmark, Egypt, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, India,

Ireland, Italy, Japan, Kenya, Lesotho, Luxembourg, Malta, Mauritania, Mauritius, Morocco, Mozambique, Namibia, Netherlands,

New Zealand, Niger, Nigeria, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Qatar, Republic of Korea, Romania, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Singapore,

South Africa, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Tanzania, Thailand,Tunisia, Turkey, United Kingdom, United States, Zimbabwe.
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and a relatively higher variation across the board. The two data-sets thus allow the analysis to be run at both

pre tax, and post tax and transfer levels of income, as well with different subsets of countries. The following

tables outline some descriptive statistics for the two.

Table 1: Summary Statistics for Data-Set: Gini Index

Statistic N Mean St. Dev. Min Pctl(25) Pctl(75) Max

TFP 503 0.97 0.19 0.48 0.89 1.02 2.18

Gini Index 503 36.83 8.77 20.52 28.93 43.95 53.32

Unemp 349 7.22 4.86 0.58 3.86 9.18 37.74

PopG 503 1.33 0.99 −1.29 0.54 2.00 4.16

Table 2: Summary Statistics for Data-Set: Top Shares

Statistic N Mean St. Dev. Min Pctl(25) Pctl(75) Max

TFP 366 0.97 0.18 0.45 0.89 1.02 2.18

Top 10% 361 0.39 0.11 0.16 0.31 0.46 0.71

Unemp 310 7.76 5.88 0.41 3.81 9.52 37.74

PopG 366 1.20 1.33 −1.29 0.43 1.78 15.26
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Each data-set had entry points going back to 1965 (and up to 2015), and the countries included are as outlined

in the footnotes earlier in this section (the Gini data-set consisted of 62 countries, to the Top Shares’ 59). Table

1 displays some summary statistics for the Gini data-set. It includes 503 observations for all variables except

the unemployment rate (Unemp), where fewer data points were available. For the countries in question, TFP

ranges from a minimum of 0.481 (Korea, 1970) to a maximum of 2.176 (Mauritania, 1990), with a sample mean

of 0.968. The Gini Index has a sample minimum value of 20.52 (Finland, 1985), a maximum of 53.32 (Peru,

1985) and a sample mean of 36.83. Note that this baseline data-set was later parcelled into smaller subsets as a

robustness check. Summary statistics for these are given in the appendix. Table 2 presents the same summary

statistics for the Top Shares data-set. It includes a maximum of 366 observations for TFP and population

growth (PopG), with 361 observations available for the Top 10%’s share of total income (Top10)3 and only 310

observations for unemployment. The TFP figure here had the same maximum value and almost the same sample

mean as the Gini data-set, despite a lower minimum value of 0.451 (Nigeria, 1990). The inequality variable of

interest in this second data-set had a minimum of 0.161 (Hungary, 1985), a maximum of 0.709 (Namibia, 2005),

and a sample mean of 0.387. The unemployment statistics of the two data-sets were not too dissimilar however,

population growth showed much more variation in the Top Shares data-set with a maximum of 15.263 (Qatar,

2010) compared to Table 1’s 4.164 (Sierra Leone, 2005).

To see how the variables of interest evolve with respect to one another at first glance, Figures 2 & 3 plot the

relevant income inequality variable (Gini Index and Top 10%’s share respectively) against TFP.

3It should come as no surprise that this latter measure of inequality was initially reported much less frequently than its more

common predecessor in the Gini Index.
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Figure 2: TFP and Income Inequality - Gini Index

Figure 3: TFP and Income Inequality - Top Shares
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While the graphs don’t reveal too much, there seems to be a slightly positive relationship between income

inequality and TFP, with the latter commencing its peak after the mean value of the relevant inequality measure,

and coming back down. The peak being at approximately around the mean is promising in terms of revealing

the quadratic, inverse-U relationship previously posited. The next section presents an empirical analysis to

place these preliminary observations under econometric scrutiny.

4. Results

The tables below present results for the difference and System GMM estimations previously outlined. Table

3 makes use of the comprehensive Gini data-set. The first two columns hold results for the difference GMM

(with and without time dummies, respectively), and the latter two for the System GMM, in the same manner.

Table 4 parcels this first data-set into OECD (regressions 1, 2, 5, 6) and non-OECD (regressions 3, 4, 7, 8)

countries, and the difference/System GMM is separated into four columns each. Table 5 limits the analysis to

a smaller time period (starting in 1990), and Table 6 uses the alternate inequality measure in the Top 10%’s

share of total income. In all of these regressions, the standard errors are clustered, heteroskedasticity robust,

and the Windmeijer (2005) correction is applied. Statistics for the Arellano-Bond (1991) autocorrelation test

of order 2 (since the models are in first differences) and the Hansen-Sargan over-identification test are reported.

On this note, and before discussing the results, it is worthwhile to address the issue of instrument proliferation.

Namely, with GMM estimation, the number of instruments grows with the time dimension. Hence, estimation

with popular software packages is liable to generate numerous instruments, which can over-fit the instrumented

variables and yield biased coefficient estimates (Roodman, 2009).

The Hansen (1982) J-test is an industry standard specification check on this front, however, Andersen &

Sorensen (1996), and Bowsher (2002) document that instrument proliferation weakens the test by virtue of this

over-fitting problem. A high p-value on the Hansen test is normally the backbone of researchers’ arguments

for the validity of their GMM results. There is also a tendency to view p-values above the conventional the

thresholds of 0.05 or 0.10 with complacency. Roodman (2009) argues that while those thresholds are deemed to

be conservative when it comes to coefficient estimates, they are lax in ruling out correlation between the error

term and the instruments. Hence, a p-value above 0.25 should raise questions, noting the fact that the test can

often yield a p-value of 1.00 as a tell-tale sign of instrument proliferation vitiating its ability to detect the issue.
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Table 3: GMM Regression Results in First Differences: Gini Index

Difference GMM System GMM

(1) (2) (3) (4)

TFPt−1 0.42∗∗∗ 0.22∗∗∗ 0.22∗∗∗ 0.24∗∗∗

(0.1) (0.07) (0.05) (0.02)

Gini 4.95∗∗∗ 4.97∗∗∗ 4.95∗∗∗ 4.94∗∗∗

(0.22) (0.23) (0.22) (0.23)

Gini2 −0.06∗∗∗ −0.06∗∗∗ −0.06∗∗∗ −0.06∗∗∗

(0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)

Unemp −0.33 −0.36 −0.25 −0.28

(0.28) (0.35) (0.30) (0.31)

PopG −0.18 −0.37 0.09 −0.64

(1.88) (2.46) (1.74) (1.47)

Time Dummies Y es No Y es No

Hansen-Sargan J-test 0.16 0.16 0.85 0.72

Autocorrelation Test (2) 0.02∗∗ 0.01∗∗∗ 0.04∗∗ 0.02∗∗

Number of Instruments 27 17 36 26

Note: Coefficients multiplied by 102. ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Table 4: GMM Regression Results in First Differences: OECD vs non-OECD

Difference GMM System GMM

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

TFPt−1 2.26∗∗∗ 0.33∗∗∗ 0.21 0.16 2.60∗∗∗ 0.28∗∗∗ -0.02 0.17∗∗∗

0.41 0.10 0.18 0.16 0.40 0.08 0.07 0.01

Gini 5.12∗∗∗ 5.18∗∗∗ 3.87∗∗∗ 4.03∗∗∗ 5.22∗∗∗ 5.00∗∗∗ 3.97∗∗∗ 3.95∗∗∗

0.26 0.39 0.41 0.37 0.27 0.39 0.32 0.34

Gini2 -0.07∗∗∗ -0.07∗∗∗ -0.04∗∗∗ -0.04∗∗∗ -0.08∗∗∗ -0.07∗∗∗ -0.04∗∗∗ -0.04∗∗∗

0.01 0.01 (0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01

Unemp 0.66∗∗∗ 0.52 -0.37 -0.52 0.68∗∗∗ 1.15∗∗∗ -0.37 -0.38

0.15 0.44 0.42 0.41 0.16 0.41 0.41 0.33

PopG -0.06 1.88 0.76 -0.02 0.10 0.78 0.78 0.84

1.93 2.91 2.82 3.74 1.79 3.49 2.55 2.38

Time Dummies Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No

Hansen-Sargan J-test 0.26 0.38 0.78 0.37 0.99 0.46 0.99 0.91

Autocorrelation Test (2) 0.07∗ 0.01∗∗ 0.17 0.11 0.01∗∗ 0.02∗∗ 0.16 0.21

Number of Instruments 27 17 27 17 36 26 36 26

Note: Coefficients multiplied by 102. ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Table 5: GMM Regression Results in First Differences: 1990-2015

Difference GMM System GMM

(1) (2) (3) (4)

TFPt−1 1.17∗∗ 0.30∗∗∗ 0.30∗∗∗ 0.29∗∗∗

(0.46) (0.01) (0.10) (0.01)

Gini 5.36∗∗∗ 5.60∗∗∗ 5.46∗∗∗ 5.56∗∗∗

(0.17) (0.15) (0.17) (0.16)

Gini2 −0.07∗∗∗ −0.07∗∗∗ −0.07∗∗∗ −0.07∗∗∗

(0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)

Unemp 0.06 −0.53∗∗ −0.21 −0.38∗∗

(0.28) (0.24) (0.25) (0.17)

PopG 2.99 −2.69 −0.67 −0.64

(2.82) (3.30) (1.87) (1.53)

Time Dummies Y es No Y es No

Hansen-Sargan J-test 1 0.13 0.99 0.32

Autocorrelation Test (2) 0.47 0.01∗∗∗ 0.07∗ 0.15

Number of Instruments 17 12 21 16

Note: Coefficients multiplied by 102. ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Table 6: GMM Regression Results in First Differences: Top Shares

Difference GMM System GMM

(1) (2) (3) (4)

TFPt−1 0.73∗∗∗ 0.97∗∗∗ 0.88∗∗∗ 1.00∗∗∗

(0.16) (0.02) (0.06) (0.04)

Top 10% 0.20 0.33∗∗∗ 0.18 0.21

(0.24) (0.06) (0.16) (0.16)

Top 10%2 −0.46∗∗ −0.45∗∗∗ −0.53∗∗∗ −0.44∗

(0.19) (0.07) (0.14) (0.23)

Unemp 0.00 −0.00 0.00 −0.00

(0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)

PopG 0.01 −0.01∗ 0.01 −0.00

(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

Time Dummies Y es No Y es No

Hansen-Sargan J-test 0.00∗∗∗ 0.24 0.00∗∗∗ 0.00∗∗∗

Autocorrelation Test (2) 0.46 0.94 0.08∗ 0.81

Number of Instruments 27 17 36 26

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

The tables reveal certain trends. First of all, the first lag of TFP is usually a positive, significant predictor, and

while population growth proves insignificant in all regressions, unemployment is at times a significant predic-

tor. Before any in depth look, we can also notice that across the 5 different subsets and data-sets and the 20

regressions, the Gini measure is always positive and significant, and its square is negative as well as significant.

In fact, the coefficients on Gini2 is -0.07 for most of the time, and the coefficient on Gini fluctuates around the

4-5 range. When the relevant inequality measure is the Top 10%’s share of total income, the inequality measure

loses statistical significance in all but one regression but remains positive, and its squared value remains negative

and significant. Hence, it could be said that while the effects of income inequality on TFP are decreasingly

positive, they are decreasing at a very slow rate.

All of that being said, we can also see that the performance of these regressions on the relevant tests varies sig-

nificantly from one specification to the next. Namely, looking at Table 3, the difference GMM performs well on

the J-test but the Arellano-Bond autocorrelation test reveals serial correlation in errors in all four specifications.

Table 4 presents regression results that show the OECD and non-OECD data-sets. Here, regression 1 does well

on the J-test and rejects the null of serial correlation in the errors at the 5% level, but fails to do so at the 10%

level. Regressions 2, 5, and 6 suffer from autocorrelation, and regressions 3, 5, 7 and 8 are over-identified. Re-

gression 4 reports a J-test statistic of 0.37 which is higher than Roodman’s (2009) rule of thumb, but not so high
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that the issue is glaring; it does not seem to suffer from autocorrelation either. The most promising specification

in Table 5 is the System GMM with no time dummies (regression 4), and the difference GMM with no time dum-

mies in Table 6 also performs quite desirably (with a J-test statistic of 0.24 and no serial correlation), especially

considering that this is the only specification where the top shares’ inequality measure is statistically significant.

Having established that the relationship between inequality and TFP is somewhat of an inverted-U, it could

be worthwhile to ask where the turning point is from a policy standpoint. Looking at the regressions that

performed well econometrically and yielded significant results (regressions 1 and 4 in Table 4, regression 4 in

Table 5, and regression 2 in Table 6) and using some simple algebra, the “productivity maximising” point of

income inequality can be extracted. Looking at Table 5, since the 1990’s, this figure is approximately a Gini

index of 39.7, which is just a bit higher than the sample mean (37.4). For the OECD countries, this figure

is approximately 36.6, where the number is much higher for non-OECD countries, at 50.4. Both of these are

beyond the 75th% of their respective sample means, and the higher figure for non-OECD countries call to

mind Kuznets’ hypothesis about increasing inequality being a part of the development process. Finally, Table

6 reveals an optimal figure of 0.37, which is just below its sample mean of 0.39, meaning once the top 10%

of a population earn approximately two-fifths of a nation’s total income, income inequality starts to become

productivity-decreasing.

5. Limitations & Extensions

The results seem to reveal an inverse-parabolic relationship does exist between income inequality and total

factor productivity, with some estimates being more robust than others. That being said, these are only as

strong as the methodology design. In this regard, as with any research, this paper has its limitations, and so

can benefit from a few extensions.

For starters, a note must be made on causal inference. While randomized control trials are considered the gold

standard in this regard, given their elusive nature in policy-relevant topics such as this, the GMM approach

is a good alternative. Becker (2016) finds that not only does this kind of instrumental variable approach help

establish causality (assuming the instruments are valid), but it can also help address measurement error in the

variable of concern, omitted variable bias, and simultaneity bias too. On this note, the limitations and caveats

associated with the dependent and independent variables are in no doubt important limiting factors to consider,

albeit somewhat dealt with through the estimation technique.

5.1. Measurement Error

5.1.1. Total Factor Productivity

TFP is estimated by using index number techniques and is derived as a residual. Hence, it is more of

a “measure of our ignorance,” with plenty of potential for measurement error (Hulten, 2000). Due to its

parsimonious nature, TFP is thus both a measure of immense utility and practicality for economic research, but

also one fraught with many shortfalls. For example, Hall (1988) underlines that in the presence of imperfect
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competition, the residual provides a biased estimate of productivity. On this front, it must be stated that if

the errors in its computation were randomly distributed, the unwanted parts of the residual figure would cancel

out, thereby resulting in an unbiased estimate. However, both New Economy and Environmentalist arguments

base themselves on the notion that these errors are not, in fact, randomly distributed. The former posits that

the bias is downwards due to the unmeasured gains in product quality over time, while the latter is based on

the idea that environmental costs of growth are under-reported, thereby biasing the measure upwards (Hulten,

2000). Furthermore, Van Beveren (2010) points out issues related with empirical methods seeking to estimate

the residual. To this point, she not only underscores issues related with simultaneity and selection bias (issues

that are widely recognized), but also less highlighted problems regarding the use of deflated input and output

values in estimating firm level productivity, as well as endogeneity issues arising from the particular products

chosen in its calculation.

5.1.2. Income Inequality

Measuring income inequality is not a straightforward a task. Since inequality is a function of the distribution

of income, wealth, and other similar factors, there exist several measures that seek to fully capture its many

nuances. All of these measures aim to produce a single number to characterize such a complex concept in

order to facilitate analyses; the information contained in any single one of them is therefore limited in nature.

Although the relative ease with which the Gini index is computed speaks to its practicality, it also comes

with several caveats. First and foremost, one must bear in mind that the widely used Gini index is a relative

measure of income. This means that different income distributions can yield the same outcome, and that

different definitions of income can produce very different coefficients for the same population. As an example

of the former, Osberg (2017) constructs a two-class scenario showing how varying the size of the rich and the

poor populations in specific ways can leave the Gini unchanged. Illustrating how societies that look completely

different can produce the same coefficient, he shows that changing income distributions while retaining the same

Gini measure can yield to variations in the rich-to-poor income ratio by a factor of 12, and variations in the top

1%’s share of total income by a staggering factor of 16. As for the latter, Deininger & Squire (1996) show the

degree to which the Gini index can vary for the same population depending on whether the individual or the

household is taken as the relevant entity whose income is measured. Another caveat associated with the Gini is

that the index doesn’t contain any information about wealth inequalities, which may well be more informative

about the overall economic structure of a given society. In this regard, Domeij & Klein (2002) show how (and

why) a country like Sweden can simultaneously have relatively low income inequality as measured by the Gini

index, whilst still experiencing high levels of wealth disparity. As Deltas (2003) points out, the Gini index might

also fall short econometrically, in that it is liable to be biased downwards for small sample sizes. As such, there

have been several other measures suggested and employed in its stead in recent literature, including various top

shares of income, which this study also employs as a means of robustness (Pikkety, 2014).

5.2. Extensions

Although two different measures for income inequality were used for robustness, more steps can be taken

to increase the scope of this study. Namely, a natural next step would be to see how inequalities in capital
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and labor income separately affect total factor productivity. Another measure to consider would be wealth

inequality. Similarly, using different productivity measures and seeing how these are affected by the different

inequality measures could be a natural next step. Labor productivity would be one obvious choice, and could be

of even more interest in terms of manifesting the effects of rampant inequality through the channels suggested

earlier in this paper. With regards to the measure employed herein, a non-standardized version of the TFP

could be used as a robustness check. While there are alternate open-access databases to consider (such as the

“long term productivity” database by Banque de France) these would seriously limit the scope of the current

undertaking (especially in terms of cross-sectionals). In fact, the researcher is likely to run into problems of

data availability with any of these extensions. Hence, while the scope of this project can be extended by using

these different measures for inequality or productivity, the analysis would also need to be much more limited

cross-sectionally.

6. Conclusion

This research adds to the body of literature on the relationship between inequality and economic growth.

Considering the complexities associated with doing so, it keeps capital and labor input constant and focuses

on productivity (as proxied by TFP) as the determinant of long-term growth. The results are driven by GMM

estimation using unbalanced panel data of up to 62 countries over a period of 50 years and establish that

income inequality has a decreasingly positive effect on aggregate productivity. 20 different specifications in

5 different data-sets are used to drive these results and the regressions, once subjected to rigorous testing,

reveal some robustness. This implies that beyond a certain threshold, income inequality hinders productivity

and adversely affects long-term prosperity. As decreasing growth of productivity and an increasing divide in

income distributions are likely to stay realities for the foreseeable future, this paper draws an important result

in establishing a way in which the two could be inter-connected. The astute policy-maker could thus use this

research as a starting point to determine this threshold value of inequality, and aim for policies that would

target a “productivity-maximising” level of inequality.
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Appendix

Table 7: Summary Statistics for Data-Set: OECD

Statistic N Mean St. Dev. Min Pctl(25) Pctl(75) Max

TFP 224 0.93 0.13 0.53 0.87 1.01 1.29

Gini Index 224 29.53 5.17 20.52 25.91 32.04 47.52

Unemp 179 7.14 3.87 1.21 4.53 8.80 24.23

PopG 224 0.69 0.52 −0.55 0.34 1.07 2.33

Table 8: Summary Statistics for Data-Set: Non-OECD

Statistic N Mean St. Dev. Min Pctl(25) Pctl(75) Max

TFP 285 0.99 0.23 0.48 0.90 1.05 2.18

Gini Index 285 42.58 6.38 21.70 39.48 47.32 53.32

Unemp 173 7.22 5.70 0.58 3.45 9.43 37.74

PopG 285 1.81 0.98 −1.29 1.26 2.56 4.16

Table 9: Summary Statistics for Data-Set: 1990-2015

Statistic N Mean St. Dev. Min Pctl(25) Pctl(75) Max

TFP 359 0.98 0.15 0.58 0.93 1.02 2.18

Gini Index 359 37.36 8.62 20.72 29.85 44.58 53.30

Unemp 323 7.30 4.94 0.58 3.90 9.29 37.74

PopG 359 1.22 0.95 −1.29 0.49 1.84 4.16
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